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1

Please keep the baby homes, or something very similar. There are lots of other playgrounds for swinging/sliding/etc,
and this park is so special because of the pretend play that it evokes. My 6 year old son is worried that he'll soon be
too big to fit in the baby homes - so something a bit bigger could be good for kids his age. The kids also like being
able to climb on top of the homes too. Having one or more sides of a home be covered in chalkboard material could
be a great space for kids to draw. I wonder if that would discourage the annoying spray paint graffiti that shows up?
We have some ideas for the grassy area below the baby homes too. It's a great sledding hill, so please don't put
something directly below that would obstruct that. But we would love to see something down there to engage kids
more than bare grass. How about a small obstacle course? Or a mini bike course, with small mounds/hills, a jump, a
ramp, and a small bike sized teeter totter... Or simple low wood structures in the shape of a maze - with very low walls
(12-24in?) that kids could also use as balance beams? Or a "petting garden" or some similar vegetation that would
invite people down there.

12/13/2015 8:29 AM

2

A theme- a rocketship or train or something cool that allows kids to imagine or kickstart play. 0-5 year olds love, love,
swinging (infant seat next to older seat is best so you can push two kids of different ages). Also sliding and climbing
are key.

11/25/2015 9:09 AM

3

(Abstract Drawing)

11/25/2015 9:07 AM

4

I support keeping the play equipment on the Brookside street part of the park. Ping pong balls will end up in the creek.
Barbara St. Side: keep it natural and quiet. Perhaps a bench looking at the creek.

11/25/2015 9:06 AM

5

Climbing (insert drawing of climber)

11/25/2015 8:57 AM

6

small, quaint- retain quiet happenstance vibe.

11/25/2015 8:56 AM

7

Something fun, safley, that sparks toddler imagination

11/25/2015 8:53 AM

8

Climbing or game in lower area

11/25/2015 8:51 AM

9

Would like a playground for all- whatever is appropriate for people with challenges and disabilities. Places for parents
and kids to *see each other*. Beautiful, cool modern materials with no grafitti!

11/25/2015 8:50 AM
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Barbara Street Playground

WEAKNESSES:
• Could create interactions between top and bottom of hill on
Woodside Dr Side
• Houses are enclosed, which creates negative activities
• Poor Pedestrian Connections at Woodside and 32 along the road
• Feels unsafe from park, needs more reinforcement
• Needs sidewalks and stop signs

5

Skipped: 0
Answered: 12

Great location!
the Bridge, creek and open space are assets to the community
Neighbors, children and adults like the little houses.
The park is known as the “Tiny House Park”
The pedestrian Connection to the Fish Creek Greenbelt, which
provides a corridor to the coastal trail
• Neighbors have “Eyes on the Park” - literally, through camera
surveillance
• Park is currently quiet, would like to keep quieter play.
• Used year round- Sledding is popular on both Barbara Street and
Woodside Drive Sides

Q1 How do you like to play?

•
•
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Barbara Street Playground

Strengths:

SURVEY RESPONSES:

CONCEPT ONE

Barbara Street Playground Survey Extent
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BARBARA STREET PLAYGROUND

1

LANDSCAPE STRUCTURES: Weevos

2
1.) ALL AGES PASSIVE RECREATION.
2) TINY PUMPTRACK
3.) PUBLIC ART

3

BERLINER: TRii and Boo

Hillslide: Using topographyt as all-season asset

LANDSCAPE STRUCTURES : ALEXANDER’s EXPRESS

BARABARA STREET PARK CONCEPTS

